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Datacamp intermediate python answers

As required # import numpy as np import numpy as np # update: set the argument to np_pop, c and alpha plt. The scrater (x = gdp_cap, y = life_exp, s = np. Array (pop) * 2, c = colonel, alpha = 0.8) # previous reformplt. xscale ('login') plt. xscale (' $ USD] ') plt. ylabel plt (expect life [in years]). Atax ([1000,
10000, 2007 100000], ['1k', '10k', '100k']) # additional reforms plt. Text (1550, 71, 'India') plt. Add text (5700, 80, 'China') #grid (plt) call. Show grid (right) # plot plt. Show (dictionary) dictionary dictionary if there is copy key, then the attached price will be used by the last price. Keys must be items, including
str, int, boole, etc. but delete the list, because the list may change. # Check the keys in print Europe print (Europe. keys) # Europe Include Italy in Europe ['Italy'] = 'Rome' # if Italy is added to Europe as a key print (Italy' in Europe. Keys ()) # Updated Capital Germany Europe ['Germany'] = 'berlin' # Remove
Australia Deal (Europe ['Australia']) 2D numbery arrays allow only one data type, so for the tabler data (like a table) we need to use pandas which allows different types of variables. # Before the list name = ['United States', 'Australia', 'Japan', 'India', 'Russia', 'Morocco', 'Egypt'] dr = [True, Liars, Liars, Liars,
Truth, True, True] cpc = [809, 731, 588, 18, 200, 70 # Import panda sap as Import edit panda with DD #3 key as my_dict: Value pairs: my_dict my_dict = {' Country ': Name, drives_right ': Dr. , ' cars_per_cap Dataphram (my_dict) row_labels row_labels = [' Usa', In 'RU', 'JAP', 'MOR', 'for example'] # Define
the row label of cars. index = row_labels # Print Cars Print (Cars) # Import .csv data of vehicles: Cars = pd.read_csv (cars .csv', index_col = 0) # Out of Cars Print (Cars) Control and Use a diction in a dictionary in Alauk, Series and Dataramas Logic, Flow of Control and Filtering Logic, Table Filtering of
Regulations and Repeat Ingloop my_dict s. Items (); To repeat a 2D numpy saline , use np. nandatar (my_array); To repeat a panda datafroma, use Datafroma. Itervos (panda) to add a column to datafroma, use application is more effective than use. Control to add column. # Regions listed areas = [11.25,
18.0, 20.0, 10.75, 9.50] # Change for the loup to use () for index, a in-sift (areas): print ('room ' + str (index + 1) + : + str (a)) # A dictionary Explaineurope = {' Span': 'Paris', 'Germany': '' Repeating 'Vienna' in Europe. Items (): Print (capital of ' + k + ' + v) # Import numpy as np for x in np_height import as np
# for the lup on np_height (1D saini): Print (str (x) + ' inch # np for np_baseball (2D row) for the operand (np_baseball): Print (B) # Importcars Data (a Panda Panda) Import pandas as DP cars = pd.read_csv ('Cars .csv', index_col =0) # For code-loups which for country column (2 ways) lab, row in cars.
Atirerous (): Cars. Control [lab,' country'] = 'rw[country']. For the up(s) lab, queue in cars. Atirerous (): Cars ['Country'] = Cars ['Country']. Application (str. up) Case study: The hackers data randomly randomly import spout the distribution of the number matplotlab. pyplot np. Randomly import plt as... Random
walk in range in seeds (123) all_walks = [] # 250 times (250): x range in random_walk = [0](100): Step = random_walk [-1] Np. Randam. Randant (1, 7) If The Nand Watch 109 Star 1k Fork 1.3 k you cannot perform this action at this time. You signed in with another table or window. Reload to refresh your
session. You signed in to another table or window. Reload to refresh your session. Page 2 Watch 109 Star 1k Fork 1.3 k You cannot perform the operation at this time. You signed in with another table or window. Reload to refresh your session. You signed in to another table or window. Reload to refresh
your session. Print (the) year and the last item from both the pop list to see how the predicted population is 2100. Use two prints () functions. Print (year [-1]) print (pop [-1]) 2100 10.85 before you can start, you should import the metaplotalib. pyplot is a subpackage of metaplustobe, for this reason dot. Use
plt plot () to create a line plot. The years should be determined on the pop, horizontal axis on the vertical axis. Don't forget to finish with the show () ceremony to actually reveal the plot. Import ing metplotfrom the pyplot plt plt. Plot (year, pop) plt. Show () Another look at the plot you created in the previous
exercise; it's shown on the right. Based on the plot, what approximately year will this planet be more than 10,000,000,000 humans? Gdp_cap the last item from the list, and list life_exp information about Zimbabwe. Print (gdp_cap [-1]) print (life_exp [-1]) 469.70929810000007 43.487 Create a line chart,
with gdp_cap on the X axis, and y on the life_exp. Is it a sense of ploting this data on the line plot? Don't forget to finish with a plt. Show (command), to actually reveal the plot. Plty plot (gdp_cap, life_exp) plt. Show () &lt;/&gt; Scatter Plot Convert the line plot that is coded into script in a scrate plot. When
you show GDP on a per capita algorithmy scale, a concentration will become clear. Line plt. Add xscale (login'). Finish your script with plt. Show (to reveal) plot. plt. Scatter (gdp_cap, life_exp) plt. xscale ('log') plt. Show () Start with scratch: Import Maplotlab. As a plot of flip. Create a scrate plot, where the
pop is determined on the horizontal axis, life_exp is determined on the vertical axis. Plt to finish the script. Show (to show) the plot actually. Do you see a concentration? Import metafloatabe. pyplot plt. Scatter (pop, life_exp) plt. () &lt;/&gt; Use a histgram plt. hist (life_exp) to create a histgram of values in
the world. Do not explain the number of The default for you will set the number of baskets on 10. Add plt. Show (to show) the histgram in the original. Can you tell which bin is the most observation- plt. Hist (life_exp) The Plasty Show () with 5 baskets, life_exp of the world. Can you tell which bin is the most
observation- Life_exp another histgram of the city, with 20 baskets at this time. Is it better? plt. hist (life_exp, 5) plt. Show (plt). Clear (life_exp, 20) plt. Show (plt). (). Clf (build a histgram life_exp 15 baskets). Life_exp1950 a histgram of the city, also with 15 baskets. Is there a big difference with histgram for
2007 figures? plt. hist (life_exp, 15) plt. Show () plt. hist (life_exp1950, 15) plt. Show (plt). () &lt;/&gt; Select the correct plot You are a professor who studies data science with you, and you want to guess that the grades on your exam follow a particular division. Which plot do you use? You are a professor
in data analytics with Ayzgar, and you want to guess the problem that more answers on exam questions lead to higher grades. Which plot do you use? &lt;/&gt; Labels Use this variable to set up the labels for you for string xlab and chenab X and y axis. The sterling title is also coded for you. Use it to add
the title to the plot. After these reforms, plt to finish the script. Show (to show) the plot actually. plt. Scatter (gdp_cap, life_exp) plt. xscale (log') xscale = 'DBA per capita (in USD] = 'Life expectation [year] in 2007' plt in the world's development. xscale (xscale) flip (DBA) plt. Title (title) plt. Show () &lt;/&gt;
Use Ticks and work as in atax (as tick_lab) plot function to read more. tick_val as usual, show you the plot (with plt show) after you include reforms. plt. Scatter (gdp_cap, life_exp) plt. xscale ('log') plt label ('in per dollar) plt. ylabel plt (expect life of [in years]). The title ('2007 in the world') tick_val = [1000,
10000, 100000] tick_lab = ['1k', '10k', '100k'] plt. Atax (tick_val, tick_lab) plt. Show () &lt;/&gt; How to view change size plots. plt. Scatter (gdp_cap, life_exp, s = pop) plt. xscale ('login') plt. xscale (BBD per capita (in USD).) ylabel (expect life 'in years]) plt. Atax ([1000, 10000, 100000], ['1k', '10k', '100k']) plt.
The show (looks good), but the bubbles will stand things up more and more by increasing the size of 2007. Import the numpy package as Np. Np to create a numpy row from the pop list. Use a saini. Call this Np_pop this Np_pop the value of np_pop in np_pop equal to 2. Because np_pop is a Numpy
saree, each row element will double. Pop. Change the argument inside the scrate () to np_pop pop. Import as np np_pop = np. Array (pop) np_pop = np_pop * 2 plt. Scatter (gdp_cap, life_exp, s = np_pop) plt. xscale ('login') plt PBC] plt (in USD). ylabel (expect life of '[in years]) plt. Title (Global
Development in 2007') ') 10000, 100000], [' 1k ', ' 10k ', ' 100k ']) plt. Show () Add color c = column. The arguments of the verb (scatter). Change the blurring of bubbles by alpha argument setting for 0.8 plt. (bkher). Alpha can be set from zero to one, where zero is completely transparent, and one is not
exactly transparent. plt. Scatter (x = gdp_cap, y = life_exp, s = np. Array (pop) * 2, c = colonel, alpha = 0.8) plt. xscale ('login') plt. x plt (in USD) (expect life in years) plt. (in the title 'Global Development 2007') plt. Add additional reforms plt. plt. Grid (right) after plt. Bekhaer (x = gdp_cap, y = life_exp, s = np.
Array (pop) * 2, c = column, alpha = 0.8) plt. xscale ('login') plt (PMB per (in USD] ') plt. ylabel (expect life of [in years]. plt. Title ('Global Development 2007') plt. Atax ([1000, 10000, 100000], [1k', '10k' Show plt. text (1550, 71, 'India') plt. Grid (right) plt. Show () What can you say about plot ? 80 2. How to



use panda encouragement index for dictionaries (ind_ger)To find germany's index on countries. Use the new website to access the capital city ind_ger germany. Print it. Countries = ['Spain', Avoid investment by ' France' , 'Germany' , 'Norway' ' , ' Paris ' , ' ' Oslo ' ' , ' ind_ger ind_ger ' , ' & lt.py;sc. Make sure
you use less letters everywhere. Print Europe to see if the result is expected. Countries = [' Spain', 'France', 'Germany', 'Norway' capitals = [' Madrid', 'Paris', 'ber', 'Oslo'] Europe = {' Spain ': Paris' , 'Germany ' ber' , 'Norway': 'Oslo'' print (Europe) &lt.py and gt;Output: {' Spain ': 'Madrid', 'Norway': ' Paris' ' ,
'Germany': ' , ' France' The ' ' , ' . Print results. Print the value that is related to the importance of Norway. Europe = {' Spain ' : 'Madrid', 'France': 'Paris', 'Germany': 'Bur', 'Norway' 'Oslo' (Europe. Keys ()) Print (Europe ['Norway']) &lt;c)c.c.r.py &gt;Output: dict_keys ('Spain', Norway, France, 'Germany']) are
involved in Oslo dictionary's 'In Europe' with Rome. To claim that Italy is now an important one in Europe, print 'Italy' in Europe. Add another key: Price pair for Europe: 'Poland' is important, 'Warsaw' is so much. Europe print. Europe = {' Spain ' : Madrid, France ': 'Paris', 'Germany': 'Bur', 'Norway' 'Oslo', '' In
Europe, '' in Europe ' (Italy' and 'Poland' = ' Warsaw Print (Europe) &lt.py;c)&gt;Output: True {' Spain ': '&lt;/sc).py&gt; &lt;/crupt.py &gt; &lt;/scrupt.py &gt; &lt;/scrupt.py &gt; 'Italy is not the capital of Germany, 'Bon'. It's 'Burly'. Update your value. Australia is not in Europe, Austria! Remove key 'Australia' from
Europe. Print Europe that your cleaning work will stop. Europe = {' Spain ' : 'Madrid', 'France': 'Paris', 'Germany': '' , ' Italy ' : ' Vienna ' Europe [' Germany' = ' Berbedel Europe [' Australia' ] Print (Europe.py &gt;Output: {' Poland ': Warsaw' , Italy ': Roma, Germany ': 'Bur', ' France ': Paris' , 'Norway': 'Oslo',
'Spain', 'Dakataonaracaption', 'Madrid'' use chained square suids to select and print the French capital. Create a dictionary, named data, keys with the capital and 'population'. Set them 'Room' and 59.83, in order. Add a new key value pair in Europe; the key is 'Italy' and the price data, which you just built.
Europe = {' Spain ': {' Capital ': 'Madrid', 'Population': 46.77} , ' France ': {' Capital ': Paris' , 'Population': 66.03} , ' Germany ': {' Capital ': 80.62} , 'Norway': {' Capital ': Oslo' ' Population ': 5.084}} Print (Europe [' France ']) Data = {' Capital ': 'Rome', 'Population': 59.83} Europe [' Italy'] = Data print (Europe) Out
&lt;crpit.py&gt;Put: {' Population ': Paris '} {' France ': 66.03 {' Population ': 66.03, ' Capital ': Paris' , 'Norway': {' Population ': 5.084, 'Capital': 'Oslo'}, 'Italy': {' Population': 59.83 ' Daralakha': 'Rome', 'Germany': {' Population ': 80.62, ' Capital ': 'Bur'}, 'Spain': {' Population ': 46.77, ' Capital': 'Madrid' '}} Import
Dataphrama as DP. Use my_dict list to create a dictionary name. Three important value pairs should be: key 'country' and price name .key drives_right ' and price dr .key cars_per_cap ' and price cpc. Use PD. Datafroma () to convert your datofroma into a vehicle. Print cars and see how beautiful it is.
Name = [United States of America', 'Australia', 'Japan', 'India', 'Russia' Morocco ' Egypt' Doctor = [True, False, False, True] cpc = [809, 731, 588, 18, 200.py, 70, 45] Panda se imported as PD my_dict = {' Country ': Name, drives_right ':d r, ' cars_per_cap ': ': pc} Cars =. Dataphrama (my_dict) Print (Cars)
&lt;c)c)&gt;Output: cars_per_cap Country drives_right 0 809 UNITED STATES TRUTH 1 731 AUSTRALIA WRONG 2 588 JAPAN WRONG 3 18 India False 4 200 Russia Truth 5 70 Morocco Truth 6 45 Egypt True To See The Hit Run Code, Really, Queue Labels Are Not Set Correctly. Define row labels
by vehicle setting. row_labels the index vehicles equivalent to the list and check if queue labels are correct at this time. Import as panda name = ['United States of America', 'Australia', 'Japan', 'India', 'Russia' Morocco, ' Egypt' Doctor = [True, False, True, True] cpc = [809, 731, 588, 18, 200, 70, 70, 45]
cars_dict = {' Country ': Name, ' ':d r, ' cars_per_cap ': cpc} امارفتاد ںیراک .=   (cars_dict) ںیراک  ) ںیپاھچ ) row_labels = [' US ', ' پج  '&lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; , , 'RU', 'MOR', 'Example'] cars. Index = row_labels Print (Cars) &lt;crupt.py &gt;Output: cars_per_cap Country drives_right 0
809 UNITED STATES TRUTH 1 731 AUSTRALIA FALSE 2 588 JAPAN FALSE 3 18 INDIA FALSE 4 200 RUSSIA TRUTH 5 70 MOROCCO TRUE 6 45 EGYPT'S CARS_PER_CAP COUNTRY DRIVES_RIGHT TRUE OF USA 809 The true zip of Australia is 731 is the wrong city of Japan. 18 RU 200
Russia True MOR 70 Morocco True Example For 45 Egypt True CSV Files You Still Need Panda Package: Import It as PD. Pd.read_csv use () .csv to import data as a datafrom the vehicle. Keep this datafrom safe as vehicles. Print vehicles. Does everything look right? Panda sp = pd.read_csv ('Cars
.csv') Print (cars) Import as output &lt;crupt.py &gt;: Unknown: 0 cars_per_cap Country drives_right 0 Us 809 Us 809 Us 809 Us adjudge this correct 1 Zip 7 31 Australia Misused 588 Japan Liars 3 in 18 India Liars 4 RU 200 Russia Truth 5 MORE 70 Morocco Truth 6 Example egypt's answer collectand it
has been emphasized that the first column should actually be used as row label. Pd.read_csv the index_col within the following columns (): Set it to 0, so that the first column is used as a row label. Is the car print better now? Import panda sap as DP cars = pd.read_csv ('cars' .csv', index_col = 0) Print
(cars) &lt;crupt.py&gt;Output: cars_per_cap Country DRIVES_RIGHT AMERICAN 809 USA True 731 Australia False Zip 588 Japan Is Wrong 18 India False RU 200 Russia True MOR 70 Morocco True Example Use double square brake to print the country column of vehicles as a panda datafroma. In this
order, use drives_right square socket to print a datafroma with both country and country. Import panda as DP cars = pd.read_csv ('.csv', index_col = 0) Print (Cars ['Country']) Print (Cars [drives_right ['Country']) Printing (Cars []&lt;sc.c.r.p.t.py&gt;Us Australia has done in India Japan RU Russia MORE
Morocco such as Egypt Name: Country, D Type: Objection Country UsA Australia Japan RU Russia MOR Morocco For example, In Egypt, america Drives_right true that Australia has spoken to each other in Afghanistan. In True Japan Russia, select india's wrong fourth, fifth and sixth observations,
according to index 3, 4 and 5, and print them out. Import pandas as DP cars = pd.read_csv ('cars' .csv', index_col = 0) Print (Cars [0:3]) Print (Cars [3:6]) &lt;crupt.py&gt;Output: cars_per_cap Country DRIVES_RIGHT US809 USA Truth Zip 588 Japan False cars_per_cap Country drives_right 18 India
False RU 200 Russia True MOR 70 731 Morocco True Control and Alawuk is used to select japan-related observation se.f. The label of this row is Zip, Index 2. Be sure to print the result series. Use control or alauk to select &lt;/scrit.py&gt; &lt;/crupt.py &gt; &lt;/scrupt.py&gt; &lt;/script.py &gt;
&lt;/scrupt.py&gt;As a datpherma for Australia and Egypt. You can find out about the labels/index of rows that inspect vehicles in IPython on the shell. Make sure to print datafrom the result. Import panda sap as DP cars = pd.read_csv ('Cars .csv', index_col = 0) Print (Cars. Control ['Zip']]) Print (Cars. Alok
[2]) Print (Cars. Control [']]) &lt;crupt.py &gt;Output: cars_per_cap Country DRIVES_RIGHT Zip 588 Japan Wrong cars_per_cap 588 Country Japan Drives_right Misnom: Zip, D Type: Object cars_per_cap Countries drives_right Accurately print the value of drives_right value of each other by Australia (its
row label is MOR) consists of a sub-dataphroma, Russia and Morocco and observations for columncountry and drives_right. Import 731 45 pandas as DP cars = pd.read_csv ('Cars .csv', index_col = 0) Print (Cars. Control ['MOR', 'drives_right']) Print (Cars. Control.'RU', 'MOR'], [Country', 'drives_right'])
&lt;c)c)&gt.py;Output: Real Country Drives_right RU Russia is true THAT THE MORE is to control the drives_right column as a series or print the truth using alauk. A datafroma using control or alauk Print drives_right columns as. Print both cars_per_cap and drives_right columns as one using
Datapharoma or Alauk. Import pandaas as DP cars = pd.read_csv ('Cars .csv' Print index_col (cars. control [:, drives_right ']) print (cars. control [:, [' drives_right']]) print (cars. [' cars_per_cap ', ' drives_right ']] &lt;cript.py &gt;Output: America really false zip liar RU true MOR true true name: drives_right,
dtype: Boco drives_right America true false zip liar RU true MOR cars_per_cap drives_right 80 In truth 18 False Zip 200 True RU 70 Correct example 45 True 3.588 731 Logic, control flow on the editor on the right and filtering equation, write code to see if the correct liar is equal. Print (True = False)
&lt;scrupt.py &gt;Output: If-5 * 15 is not equal to 75 to check incorrect write code. Print (-5 * 15! = 75) &lt;crupt.py &gt;Output: Ask the truth if the wire is equal to the piecesof the pastr.\n\nThe number of wires is equal to the same. Print (Piscrates = = Piscrates) &lt;crupt.py&gt;Write code to see output is true
and 1 is equal. Print (True = 1) &lt;crupt.py &gt;Output: More than true and less than the most inactive expression, wrapped in a print () function, to check if: greater than x or equal to -10. x has already been described to you. x =-3 * 6 print (x &gt; =-10) &lt;crupt.py &gt;Output: False test is less than or equal
to y is already defined for you. y = Test print (Test out &lt;= y)=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;crupt.py &gt;Put: Truth is more than true liar. Print (True &gt; False) Out &lt;crupt.py&gt;Put: Are there more or more than the arrays compared to the truth: Which areas are the bolin arrays? my_house you can also compare
two Numpy arrays factor wise. My_house areas in the your_house are smaller than the ones? This is what to do to wrapped both commands in a print ںیئانب ینییی   ()&lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt;
&lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; So you can inspect the production! Import numpy np my_house = np. Saneri ([18.0, 20.0, 10.75, 9.50]) your_house = np. Array ([14.0, 24.0, 14.25, 9.0]) Print (my_house &gt; = 18) Print (my_house Production: [True True Liars] [False True] &lt;
your_house)=&gt; &lt;scrupt.py&gt;and, or, don't write a different expression, wrapped in a print () function, whether to check: my_kitchen is more than 10 and younger than 18.my_kitchen is younger than 14 or older than 17. my_kitchen area is smaller than the triple your_kitchen. my_kitchen = 18.0
your_kitchen = 14.0 Print (my_kitchen &gt; 10 and my_kitchen &lt; 18)= print(my_kitchen=&gt; &lt; 14= or= my_kitchen=&gt; 17) Print (my_kitchen * 2 &lt; your_kitchen= *= 3)=&gt; &lt;crupt.py &gt;Output: False true x = 8 y = 9 No (no (x &lt; 3)= and= not(y=&gt; 14 or y &gt; 10)) What will be the result of you
following these three commands? The Numbery Born Bolin arrays with bolin operators that answer the following questions: my_house areas are more than 18.5 or smaller than 10? My_house areas your_house of both the state and the country are less than 11? Make sure to wrapped both commands in
the print statement so that you can inspect the production. Import np as numpy my_house= np. Saneri ([18.0, 20.0, 10.75, 9.50]) your_house = np. Array ([14.0, 24.0, 14.25, 9.0]) print (np.logical_or (my_house &gt; 18.5 , my_house &lt; 10))= print(np.logical_and(my_house=&gt; &lt; &lt; 11,=
your_house=&gt; &lt; 11))=&gt; &lt;script.py&gt;Output: [False true false truth] [false liars] Warmop If and to use with a little bit, the pattern of this code is seen Area = 10.0 if ( &lt; 9)= := print(smail)= elif(area=&gt; &lt; 12)= := print(dium)= else = := print(large)= what= will= the= output= be= if= you= run=
this= piece= of= code= in= the = ipython= shell?=&gt; if it checks the statement to find around in the kitchen. If the area is more than 15, write another statement big space! Room = Cut Area = 14.0 Rooms = Kit: Print (looking around in the kitchen.) If area &gt; 15: print (large space!) &lt;sclipt.py&gt;Output:
looking around in the kitchen. And add another statement to the other control structure so that it's too small. If the area &gt; 15 assesses the wrong then the outside is print. Room = Cut Area = 14.0 Rooms = Kit: Print (looking around in the kitchen.) and: Print (looking around somewhere.) If area &gt; 15:
Print (large space!) and: Print (very small.) &lt;script.py &gt;Output: looking around in the kitchen. Too small. Customize more: If the other controls an Elif in the structure, thus medium size, good! If the area is more than 10 then the print is done. Room = Bed area = 14.0 If room = kit: print (looking around
in kitchen.) elif room = bed: print (looking in bedroom.) and if area &gt; 15: Print (large space!) elif area &gt; 10: print (medium size, good!) and: print (very small.) &lt;crupt.py&gt;Output: looking around in the bedroom. Medium size, good! Extract drives_right right column as a panda series and store it as a
doctor. To sub-tap the dataframe of vehicles, use a bolin series. Store the result selection in THE AISL. Print Aisal, and he says drives_right is true for all observations. Import panda as DP cars = pd.read_csv ('Cars .csv', index_col = 0) Doctor = Cars [' drives_right '] Aiyul = Cars. Code [Dr.] Printing (AII)
&lt;c)c)&gt.py;Output: cars_per_cap Country drives_right 809 United States in USA True RU 200 Russia True MOR 70 Morocco True Example 45 Import pandaas as DP cars = pd.read_csv (' cars .csv', index_col = 0) Ayul = Cars [cars [drives_right'] Print (AIL) Output &lt;c.c.r.py &gt; : cars_per_cap:
drives_right 809 200 Russia is true cpc MOR Also select a column from vehicles as a cars_per_cap series and as it. Use 45 70 cpc in combination with a comparable operator and 500. You want to end up with a Bolin series which is true if there are more than 500 liars in the same country and
cars_per_cap otherwise. Store this many_cars as a safe place. Like what you've done before, many_cars to use. Store car_maniac as a result. Print the file to see if you car_maniac it right. Import panda sap as DP cars = pd.read_csv (' cars .csv', index_col = 0) cpc = cars [' cars_per_cap '] many_cars =
cpc &gt; 500 car_maniac = cars [many_cars] Print (car_maniac) &lt;script.py &gt;Output: cars_per_cap Country DRIVES_RIGHT Us 809 Us 809 Us A usa is true to use the code model above to create a datafram medium, with 100 588 a cars_ per_cap that includes all observations of cars. Print out
medium. Import panda as DP cars = pd.read_csv (' cars .csv', index_col = 0) Import np as numpy cpc = cars between [' cars_per_cap '] = np.logical_and (cpc &gt; 100, cpc &lt; 500)= medium=cars[between] print(medium)=&gt; &lt;script.py&gt;Production: cars_per_cap Country drives_right RU 200 Russia
True 4. Loops while: How many restraints can you tell after the following loop will be done? x = 1 while x &lt; 4= := print(x)= x=x += 1=&gt; Basic while offset with initial price of 8 created the loup variable. Code a keeps running as long as the while the loup is running as long as 0 is not equal. While inside
the laptop: Right... Print. Next, reduce the offset price by 1. You can offset it with offset =-1. Finally, still inside your laptop, print out offsetso you can see how it changes. Offset = 8 offset! = 0: Print (correct...) Offset = Offset-1 print (offset) &lt;crupt.py &gt;Output: Correct... 7 Correction... 8 Correction... 5
Correction... 4 Correction... 3 Correction... 2 Correction... 1 Correction... 0, while add kondatoonals inside the loop, if-and complete the statement: If the offset is greater than zero, you should reduce offset by 1. And, you offset by 1 Should add. If you have corrected the right things, hit &lt;/crpt.py &gt;
&lt;/scrupt.py &gt; &lt;/scrupt.py&gt; &lt;/scrupt.py&gt; &lt;/scrupt.py&gt; &lt;/scrupt.py&gt; The answer should work at this time. Offset =-6 when offset! = 0: Print (correction...) If offset &gt; 0: Offset = Offset-1 and: Offset = Offset + 1 print (offset) &lt;crupt.py&gt;Output: Correct...-5 Correct...-2 Correct...-3
Correct...-1 Correct... A list of more than 0 loups writes for a loup which is atiratis on all elements of the list of areas and print each element separately. Areas = [11.25, For factor in areas 18.0, 20.0, 10.75, 9.50] For factor: print (element) &lt;script.py&gt;Output: 11.25 18.0 20.0 10.75 9.5 Index and use two
atterate and variables to use in the sample code to use the 9.5 index and values. Update print () statement that on each run, a line of form should be print to room x: y, where x is index of list element and y is the original list element, i.e. area. Make sure to print this exact string with the right spacing. Areas
= [11.25, 18.0, 20.0, 10.75, 9.50] For index, a in lost (areas): print (Rome + str (Index) + : + str (a)) &lt;crupt.py &gt;Output: Room 0:11.25 Room 1:18.0 Room 2:20.0 Room 3:10.75 Room 4:9.5 In it adopt print () Function for the right-hand-hand loup in which the first print is room 1:11.25, second one room
2:18.0 and so on. Areas = [11.25, 18.0, 20.0, For the 10.75, 9.50] index, in The Gnana (areas): Print (Room + Str (Index + 1) + : + str (Area)) &lt;cr.cr.t.py &gt;Output: Room 1:11.25 Rooms 2:18 .0 Room 3:20.0 Room 4:10.75 Room 5:9.5 Top top of the list the top of the room writes a for a loup which goes
through every soblast of the house and has x y defects, where x is the name of the room and y is the room area. Home = [The Dining, 11.25], [Kitchen, 18.0], [Room, 20.0], [Bedroom, 10.75], [Bathroom, 9.50]] for x, y in house: print (+ str (x) + is + str (y) + scrum) Output &lt.py;sc.&gt;: Hall 11.25 Is The
11.25-slot kitchen has 18.0-slot living room 20.0 the living room goes through each other for the serf. 9.5 10.75 At each repeat, the capital of x is y should be print where x is the key and y pair is priced. Europe = {' Spain ' : 'Madrid', 'France': 'Paris', 'Germany': ' , 'Norway': 'Oslo', 'Italy': 'Rome', 'Poland':
'Warsaw', 'Austria': 'Vienna' for a key, price in Europe. Items (): Print (Capital of + Key + + Str (Value) &lt;cr.c.r.t.py &gt;Output: The capital is Berlin, the capital of Germany in Paris, France, which is the capital of Poland. Oslo is the capital of Norway, the capital of Paris, Austria, which is the capital of Spain,
with the Madrid-Lup on import of the numpy package under the local alias np. Write for the np_height which is more atiratos than all elements in the list and print out x-inch for each element, where x is valued in the row. Write for the np_baseball that visits every element of the row and print it. np_height
imported as np for x in numpy:&lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt;+ inch) np in x. Nandator (np_baseball): Print (x) Write one for Loop Datafroma which is more atirtys than rows of vehicles and two print () calls on each repeat: one to print a
row label and print all row contents. Import pandas as DP cars = pd.read_csv ('Cars .csv', index_col =0) For lab, row in cars. Aterrowus (): Print (Lab) Print (Row) &lt.py;c)c)&gt;Output: American cars_per_cap 809 Country United States Drives_right True Name: USA, D Type: Objection Australia
cars_per_cap 731 Country Australia Drives_right False Name: Osti, D Type: Objection (省略) Using The Atitras Lab and Row, Adopt ing code for such a laptop that first recurrence US : 809, 2nd Recurrence Australia: 731, and so on. Output form country: cars_per_cap in the country. Make sure to print the
exact streaming (with the right spacing). You can use str () to convert your digital data into a wire so that you can print it in a country label. Import pandas as DP cars = pd.read_csv (' cars .csv', index_col =0) for lab, row in vehicles. Aterrous (): Print (Lab + : + str (rw ['cars_per_cap ']))
&lt;ccricket.py&gt;Output: US: 809 Australia: 731 Zip: 588 In: 18 RU: 2 00 MORE: Example 70: Add 45 columns Use the help to add a new column, country name, which includes a large version of the country name in the country column you can use the (per) streaming method for it. Print vehicles to see if
your code works. Do not pot this code, so that it is not part for the loup. Import pandas as DP cars = pd.read_csv ('Cars .csv', index_col =0) For lab, row in cars. Atirerous (): Cars. Control [Lab, Country] = rw ['Country']. () Print (cars) &lt;crupt.py &gt;Output: cars_per_cap country DRIVES_RIGHT country
US 809 Us 809 Us 809 Us aus admonition of Japan by Australia 18 False Australia Zip 588 Japan's false 50 year old RU 200 Russia truly replaces the russia MOR 70 Morocco True Morocco for example, a loup with one lineer in Egypt. Apply 731 (str. upper). The call should give the same result: a column
country should be included in vehicles, which contain large-scale versions of the country name. As usual, print cars to see the fruit of your hard labour DP cars = pd.read_csv (cars .csv' index_col = 0) for lab, row in vehicles. Atirerous (): Cars [country] = cars [country]. Apply (str. upper) &lt;cript.py &gt;Print
(Cars) Output: cars_per_cap Country drives_right The country's US $ 809 has misused that the US a18 india has approached each other in 588 731 70 200 case study: hacker statistics randam float np importnumpy. Use seeds to set up seeds; as an argument, pass 123. Create your first random float with
Rand (and print it out). np np as import numpy. Random. Seed (123) Print (np. Random. rand ()) &lt;cript.py&gt;Output: 0.6964691855978616 Roll Nod Use Randant () Bay ھتاس �ک  لئالد  بسانم  �ئل  �ک  �نرک  ادیپ  رپ  روط  &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt; &lt;/script.py&gt;
&lt;/script.py&gt; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6. It simulates a nand. Print it. If the second throw is different then redo the results to see. Then, print out the result. np np as import numpy. Random. Seeds (123) Print (np. Randam. Randant (1, 7)) Print (np. Randam. Randant (1, 7)) &lt;cript.py&gt;Output: 6 3 Determine
your next step roll nod. Use a randant to make variable sand. If-elif-and ___ are built by changing: If the node is 1 or 2, you go one step down. If the nand is 3, 4 or 5, you go one step. And, you throw the nand again. The number of eyes you go to is the number of steps you go. Print out the nand and step.
The value of the nared was updated correctly, in the case of Step = 50 Nand = np. Randam. Randant (1, 7) If nand &lt;= 2 = := step=step -= 1= elif= dice=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;= 5= := step=step += 1= else= := step=step += np.random.randint(1,7)= print(dice)= print(step)=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;clipt.py&gt;Output: 6
53 Create a list in the next stage random_walk which consists of the first phase, which is digital 0. Finish for the loup: The loup should run 100 times. On each repeat, random_walk the last element in the list of steps. You can use index-1 for this. Next, if-and-build the update steps for you. The code
random_walk is already coded. Random_walk print the page. random_walk = [0] for x range (100): Step = random_walk [-1] NP. Randam. درن رگا  ( 7 , 1  ) ٹنادنار  &lt;= 2:= step=step -= 1= elif= dice=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;= 5:= step=step += 1= else:= step=step += np.random.randint(1,7)=
random_walk.append(step)= print(random_walk)=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;script.py&gt;44 , 45 , 46 , 44 , 43 , 42 , 43 , 44 , 43 , 42 , 43 , 44 , 43 , 42 , 40 , 39 , 38 , 39 , 38 , 37 , 38 , 37 , 33 , 32 , 27 , 26 20 , 19 , 18 , 15 , 17 , 15 , 16 , 10 , 11 , 10 , 14 , 8 , 7 , 8 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 7 , 6 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 0 , 1 ,- 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 6 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 0 : ] ٹپ ٹؤآ 
58 , 57 , 58 , 57 , 56 , 55 , 52 , 53 , 52 , 51 52 , 51 , 52 , 53 , 52 , 51 , 50 , 49 , 48 , 49 , 47 , 46 , 45, how low can you go? درن وت   �� اتاج  ںی�ن  �چین  �س  رفص  �لحرم  �ک  �ئل  �ک  �نانب  ینیقی  وک  تاب  سا  ںیرک )(  لامعتسا  �دایز  �س  �دایز   &lt;= 2.= hit= submit= answer= and= check= the= contents= of= random_walk.= random_walk=[0]
for= x= in= range(100)= := step=random_walk[-1] dice=np.random.randint(1,7) if= dice=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;= 2:= step=max(0, step= -= 1)= elif= dice=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;= 5:= step=step += 1= else:= step=step += np.random.randint(1,7)= random_walk.append(step)= print(random_walk)=&gt;&lt;/=&gt;
&lt;script.py&gt;60 , 59 , 58 , 59 , 58 , 57 5 , 49 , 50 , 48 46 , 45 , 46 , 47 , 45 , 44 , 43 , 44 , 45 , 44 , 43 , 44 , 45 , 44 , 43 , 41 , 40 , 39 , 40 , 39 , 38 , 39 , 38 , 34 , 33 , 28 , 21 , 27 , 26 , 25 , 17 , 16 , 20 , 19 , 15 , 16 , 15 , 16 , 15 , 11 , 10 , 9  , 8 , 11 , 2 , 9 , 8 , 9 , 8 , 7 , 6 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 6 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 0 : ] راوادیپ ] Assess
the walk that includes some lines of code after the lotuab: import. Plot as pyplot. Use plt plot () to plot. Close (finish with plt) to actually reveal the plot. random_walk = [0] in x range (100): Step = random_walk [-1] NP. Randam. Randant (1, 7) If nand &lt;= 2: 2:=&gt;&lt;/= 2: &gt; &lt;/crupt.py &gt;
&lt;/scrupt.py &gt; &lt;/scrupt.py&gt; &lt;/scrupt.py&gt; &lt;/scrupt.py&gt; = max (0, step 1) elif nand &lt;= 5:= step=step += 1= else:= step=step += np.random.randint(1,7)= random_walk.append(step)= import= mat plotlip.pyplot= as= plt= plt.plot(random_walk)= plt.show()=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; If more than one
walk, then fill in details for the help that is 10 times running randomly. Random_walk the row is fully populated, all_walks row in the list of the following. Finally, after the top level for the all_walks, print the . all_walks = [] in range (10): random_walk = [0] in x range (100): Step = random_walk [-1] NP.
Randam. درن رگا  ( 7 , 1  ) ٹنادنار  &lt;= 2:= step=max(0, step= -= 1)= elif= dice=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;= 5:= step=step += 1= else:= step=step += np.random.randint(1,7)= random_walk.append(step)= all_walks.append(random_walk)= print(all_walks)=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;script.py&gt;,5 , 6 , 7 , 6 , 2 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 0 : ]] ٹپ ٹؤآ 
,6 , 4 , 3 , 4 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 0 [, ] 60 , 59 , 58 , 59 , 58  , 54 , 53 , 52 , 53 , 52 , 53 , 54 ,, 53 , 52 , 51 , 50  , 49 , 50 , 48 , 47 , 46 , 45 , 46 , 45 , 46 , 47 , 45 , 44 , 43 , 44 , 45 , 44 , 43 , 44 , 45 , 44 , 43 , 41 , 40 , 39 , 40 , 39 , 38 , 39 , 38 , 34 , 33 , 28 , 27 , 26 , 25 , 22 , 21 18 , 12 , 16 , 15 , 16 , 15 , 16 , 15 , 10 , 8 , 9 , 8 , 9 , 8 , 7 , 6 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4
,69 , 68 , 69 , 68 , 67 , 66 , 65 , 64 , 63 , 64 , 59 , 57 , 55 , 54 , 55 , 56 , ، 52 , 51 , 50 , 49 , 50 , 49 , 50 , 49 , 48 , 45 , 44 , 43 , 42 , 43 , 42 , 41 , 40 , 39 , 40 , 41 , 40 , 39 33 , 38 , 36 , 34 , 35 , 30 , 31 , 32 , 32 , 33 , 31 , 29 , 28 , 29 , 28 , 28 , 26 , 25 , 26 , 27 , 28 , 27 , 27 , 21 , 18 , 20 , 19 , 20 , 21 , 22 , 23 , 24 , 23 , 22 , 21 , 16 16 , 15 , 14 , 13 , 12 , 13 , 8 , 7
,82 , 81 , 80 , 76 , 77 , 78 , 73 , 67 , 66 , 67 , 68 , 66 , 65 , 64 , 63 , 64 , 63 , 62 , 50 , 51 ,, 49 , 47 , 43 ,, 39 ,, 38 , 39 , 38 ,, 39 , 38 , 39 , 33 , 34 , 33 , 34 , 35 , 34 , 33 , 32 , 31 , 29 , 30 , 25 , 29 , 24 , 23 , 22 , 21 , 22 24 , 21 , 17 , 18 , 17 , 19 , 18 , 16 , 15 , 14 , 13 , 12 , 10 , 11 , 10 , 9 , 10 , 11 , 9 , 8  , 7 , 8 , 7 , 8  , 7 , 6 , 5 , 6 , 5 , 6 , 3 , 2 , 1 , 2 , 0 [, ] 73 , 71 , 70
 ، 50  ، 49  ، 48  ، 46  ، 45  ، 46  ، 45  ، 44  ، 43  ، 42  ، 36  ، 32  ، 31  ، 30  ، 31  ، 32 , 33 , 34 , 33 , 27 , 29 , 30 , 29 , 28 , 29 , 28 , 29 , 28 , 23 , 24 , 23 , 24 , 25 , 26 , 24 , 23 , 24  , 23  , 24 , 21 , 22 , 23 , 18 , 21 , 22 , 17 , 17 , 21 , 15 , 13 , 12 , 11 , 12 , 11 , 12 , 11 , 12 , 13 , 12  ، 13  ، 12  ، 11  ، 10  ، 9  ، 8  ، 7 , 6 , 5 , 6 , 0 [, ] 83 , 84 , 85 , ، 84 , 85 , 84 , 85 , 83

,42 , 43 , 44 , 42 , 41 , 42 , 43 , 37  , 38 37 , 37 , 38 , 37 , 32 , 29 , 31 , 27 , 28 , 23 , 28  , 27 , 24 , 28 , 24 , 26 , 22 , 19 , 18 , 21 , 25 , 19 , 18 , 19 , 16 , 15 , 14 , 15 , 14 13 , 9 , 13 , 12 , 11 , 10 , 11 , 8 , 13 , 12 , 11 , 10 , 9 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 5 , 6 , 0 [, ] 68 , 69 , 68 , 67 , 66 , 65 , 61 , 60 , 59 , 54 ,, 53 ,,, 52 , 53 , 54 , 53 , 52 , ، 51 , 52 , 51 , 50 , 49  ، 50  ، 49  ، 50  ، 51
39 , 38 , 32 , 33 , 32 , 31 , 30 , 31 , 25 , 26 , 20 , 19 , 18 , 12 , 11 , 8 , 7 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 [, ] 73 , 74 , 75 , 74 , 73 , 74 , 75 , 69 , 70 , 71 , 70 , 71 , 72 , 71 , 70 , 71 , 65 , 66 , 65 , 64 , 65 , 66 , 65 , 64 , 63 , 62 , 61 , 60 , 57 , 56 , 55 , 54 , 49 , 45 , 44 , 43 , 42 , 41,&lt;/script.py&gt; 38, 39, 38, 39, 38, 39, 38, 39, 43, 44, 46, 45, 46, 45, 44,, 45, 44, 44, 48,
52, 51, 50, 49, 50, 51, 55, 56, 57, 61, 60, 59, 58, 59, 60, 62, 61, 60,, 61, 62 ,74, 75, 76, 77, 76, 77, 78, 84, 83, 88, 87, 91, 90, 94, 93, 96, 97, 96, 97, 103, 102, 101, 100 103, 102, 103, 104, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 106], [0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 4, 5, 7, 11, 17, 18, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 18, 17, 18, 18 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 33, 32, 35, 36, 35, 34, 35, 36, 37, 36, 35, 34, 33, 34, 35, 36,, 37, 38, 39, 40, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 49, 48, 47, 46, 45, 46, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, 49, 50, 49, 48, 49, 48, 47, 46, 47, 46 , 48, 50, 51, 52, 51, 50, 51, 57, 56, 57, 58 , 63, 62, 63], [0, 0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 18, 19, 18, 19, 20, 21, 20, 19, 25, 21, 21, 10, 28, 26, 29, 33, 34, 35, 34, 33, 38, 39, 40, 39, 34 33 41, 40, 44, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 49, 48, 47, 48, 49, 53, 54, 53, 54, 55, 54, ، 60, 61, 62, 63, 67, 66, 65, 64, 65, 66, 68, 69, 70, 74, 75, 74, 73, 74, 75, 74, 73, 74, 75, 76, 75, 74, 75, 76], [0, 1, 0,
1, 2, 1 ، 0 ، 0 ، 1 ، 2 ، 3 ، 4 ، 5 ، 10 ، 14 ، 13 ، 14 ، 13 ، 12 ، 11 ، 12 ، 15 ، 11 ، 15 ، 12 17 , 16, 15, 16, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 23, 24, 26, 23, 27, 25, 29, 27, 30, 28, 26, 32, 33, 34, 33, 34, 33, 34, 35, 34, 35, 40, 41, 42, 41, 42, 44, 45, 44, 43, 42, 43, 44, 43, 42, 41, 42, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 50, 51, 52, 51, 52, ،
57, 58, 57, 56, 59, 60, 61, 60], [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 4, 3, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 3, 9, 10, 9, 10, 11, 12, 11, 15 , 16, 15, 17, 18, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 22, 21, 22, 22, 22, 21, 24, 23, 27, 28, 23, 23, 31, 25, 26, 30, 29, 32, 33, 34 34, 35 , 36, 37, 38, 33, 42, 43, 44, 43, 42, 41, 45, 46, 50, 49, 55, 56, 57, 61, 62, 61, 60, 61, 62,
63, 64, 63, 69 69, 73, 74, 73, 73, 73, 73, 73, 85, 85, 86, 86, 87] &lt;/&gt; all the sectors use np. Array () to change the all_walks row, np_aw. Np_aw to use plt plot (on the computer). Also add plt. Show (). Does it work outside the box? Np_aw np on the . Transfer (by call) and np_aw transfer. Call np_aw_t
result. Now np_all_walks position after throwing 1 to 1 0 random running every row in the first row. Np_aw_t plot to plot a plot. Also a plt. Show (). Does it look better at this time? all_walks = [] in range (10): x range for random_walk = [0](100): Step = random_walk [-1] NP. Randam. Randant (1, 7) If nand
&lt; = 2: Step = max (0, Step 1) elif Nand &lt; = 5: Step = Step + 1 And: Step = Step + np. Randam. Randant (1, 7) random_walk. Mix (step) all_walks. Mix (random_walk) np_aw = np. Row (all_walks) plt. Plot (np_aw) plt. Show (). clf () np_aw_t = np. Transfer (np_aw) plt. Plot (np_aw_t) plt. Show ()
&lt;/&gt; Change the ruderange () thus performing the dispersion 250 times. If the condition is a random float less or equal then 0 is fixed then finish this condition 0.001. Use Np all_walks = [] in range (250): random_walk = [0] in x range (100): Step = random_walk [-1] NP. Randam. Randant (1, 7) If Nand
&lt; = 2: Step = max (0, Step-1) elif Nand &lt; = 5: Step = Step + 1 Step = Step + np. Randam. Randant (1, 7) if np. Randam. rand () &lt;= 0.001= := step=0 random_walk.append(step)= all_walks.append(random_walk)= np_aw_t=np.transpose(np.area(all_walks)) plt.plot(np_aw_t)= plt.show()=&gt;&lt;/=&gt;
To make sure that we've got enough smelations to divide, go crazy. Randam Walk 500 times. Np_aw_t the last row. It contains all 500 random running end points that you have artificially. Store as well as this Numpy row. Plt to create the end's histgram. Use hist () Don't forget plt. Show () to show the plot.
all_walks = [] in range (500): random_walk = [0] in x range (100): Step = random_walk [-1] NP. Randam. Randant (1, 7) If nand &lt;= 2:= step=max(0, step= -= 1)= elif= dice=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;= 5:= step=step += 1= else:= step=step += np.random.randint(1,7)= if= np.random.rand()=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;=
0.001= := step=0 random_walk.append(step)= all_walks .append(random_walk)= np_aw_t=np.transpose(np.area(all_walks)) ends=np_aw_t[-1,:] plt.hist(ends)= plt.show()=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; calculates the difficulties you run this Empire State Building Game, you will reach 60 stages? np means (ends &gt; = 60)
&lt;cript.py&gt;Output: 0.784 0.784&lt;/cript.py&gt;
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